
Previous: 7,815.9 PSEi change: -0.32%

High: 7,818.0 Best: AEV +4.60%

Low: 7,777.1 2nd best: JFC +3.54%

Close: 7,790.9 2nd worst: PCOR -3.62%

Val. traded (mn): 5,389.4 Worst: FGEN -3.64%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months - 3.1800 5 years - 4.2150

6 months -0.0070 3.3420 7 years +0.0200 4.4690

1 year +0.0050 3.4660 10 years -0.0050 4.6840

2 years -0.0010 3.7940 20 years -0.0170 5.2310

3 years -0.0090 3.9250 30 years -0.0210 5.2350

4 years -0.0080 4.0670

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 51.020 50.800 EUR/USD 1.1078 1.1104

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0103 1.5256 5 years +0.0329 1.6327

6 months -0.0027 1.5340 10 years +0.0363 1.8103

2 years +0.0202 1.5923 30 years +0.0325 2.2596

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

Global equities were mixed as investors awaited for further developments on geopolitical issues. US Treasury yields continued to recover, while the US Dollar

weakened amidst the developments over the US-China trade truce.
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Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities marginally decreased as investors remained cautios with the US China trade war. Local fixed income slightly fell as inflation print for November

came out higher-than-expected. Meanwhile, the philippine peso strengthened on some relief on the US China trade truce.

 Local fixed income yields ended slightly lower yesterday following November's 
inflation print coming in expectedly higher at 1.3% (Oct.: 0.8%). Market analysts 
had anticipated the higher inflation as spending tends to increase leading up to 
the Christmas season. On average, yields fell 0.39 bps DoD, led by the long-end 
of the curve which declined 1.43 bps DoD. 

 Local equities marginally decreased despite easing US-China trade tensions 
as investors remained cautious following President Duterte's rant against Metro 
Manila water concessionaires. The PSEi closed at 7,790.91 (-0.32% DoD).  

 San Miguel Corp. (Pse Ticker: SMC) is planning to raise funds through the 
issue of a $3 billion medium-term note program to provide the company with 
access to and flexibility in funding its planned infrastructure projects and 
investments. The company also disclosed that its Board approved the filing of a 
shelf registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission for short-term 
commercial papers worth Php60 billion. 

 According to the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), inflation reversed its 
downtrend, inching up to 1.3% in November. This was up from the 0.8% 
headline inflation rate recorded last October but slower than the 6.0% rate 
posted November last year. The higher November inflation brought the inflation 
average to 2.5% year-to-date (YTD). Core inflation for November was at 2.6% 
and averaged 3.3% YTD. 
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 US equities went up on the back of investors waiting for further developments on 
the US-China trade negotiations and release of the U.S. governments monthly 
nonfarm payrolls report. The DJIA closed at 27,677.79 (+0.10% DoD) and the S&P 
500 ended at 3,117.43 (+0.15% DoD). 

 Asian equities advanced amid renewed optimism that the US and China moved 
closer to finishing a trade deal. The MSCI APxJ closed at 522.24 (+0.78% DoD). 

 European equities fell as the Brexit negotiations weighed down on UK 
multinationals that generate most of the country's revenues. The MSCI Europe 
closed at 135.17 (-0.14% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields continued to recover as investors become optimistic once 
again over the US-China trade deal. On average, yields closed at 1.534 (1.81 bps 
DoD), with the 10Y ending at 1.8103% (3.63 bps DoD) and the 2Y closing at 
1.5923% (3.63 bps DoD). 

 The US Dollar continued to weaken amidst the US-China trade deal as well as on 
the back of a relatively stronger UK pound. The DXY index closed at 97.4100 (-
0.24%). 

 The Philippine peso strengthened versus the US dollar on some relief over 
US-China trade war worries. Despite statements sending sentiments on a 
rollercoaster ride over the past few days, optimism stemmed from US President 
Trump's statement that trade talks with Beijing were going "very well". The 
USD/PHP pair finished at 50.800 (-0.43%). 


